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Tuff Flex Strip Doors Save Energy in Walk-in Coolers, Freezers and Cold Rooms
Stop Wasting Energy - Install strip doors on walk-in coolers and freezers and start

saving money immediately! When walk-in doors are left open, warm air rushes
in to cause an immediate increase of inside walk-in temperatures!
Keep Perishables Colder and Increase Shelf Life - Perishable foods increase shelf

life up to 50%,especially those stored close to the entrance!
Reduce Compressor Damage - Compressor life will be extended, coil icing and
damaging frost will be minimized and the overall efficiency of your refrigeration
will immediately be maximized!

Tuff Flex Strip Doors Improve Employee Moral and Warehouse Conditions
Save on Expensive Energy!
Controlled Air - When dock doors are open, the inside air is
pulled outside by natural forces and causes energy loss.Watch your energy consumption
go down and profits rise using PVC strip doors.

Block Out Lossof Temperature

Increase Employee Morale!
- Employees no longer need to suffer undue discomfort
when temperatures soar or plunge outside, making the conditions in your warehouse
intolerable and unworkable.
Block Out Wind and Temperatures

Stop Unsanitary Conditions!
Block Out Flying Insects, Birds, Dust and Debris - Solve unsanitary conditions that are created

by flying insects, birds, dust and debris while dock receiving doors are open.

Custom PVC Strip Doors/Curtains for Any Application
Truck Doors. Welding Booths. Noise Barriers. Labs and Clean Rooms
Conveyor Systems. Smoking Areas. Barns and Stables. Patio Doors

Reduce fuel consumption up to 50% in refrigerated trucks. Deliver fresher,
colder products to your customer creating a profitable and competitive edge
for your business.
PVC strip doors are inherently sound resistant(see diagram # 1, page 10 ). Strips
can be installed in areas where loud noises needs to be suppressed.
PVC strip doors also are used to separate areas to control, dust, sound, smoke,
fumes and in areas needing absolute cleanliness and sanitation.
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